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Wi-Fi Testing
Ensure wireless networks and devices are ready for a new generation of demanding Wi-Fi and 5G use cases.





















OVERVIEW
What’s New with Wi-Fi 7

Navigating Wi-Fi 7’s technological enhancements, which include 4096 QAM, 320 MHz bandwidth, and promised latency and restricted service periods, focus on Multi-Link Operation, and more, come with just as many implementation and testing challenges. Spirent provides testing solutions tailored to these new functionalities that bring Wi-Fi 7 to the forefront.  For a deeper look at Wi-Fi 7 this whitepaper goes into greater technical detail. 
Learn more
Watch demo













What's New?







White Paper
The Importance of Performance Testing For Residential Wi-Fi Deployment
 

Read white paper









Webinar
Navigating Wi-Fi 7 (Session 1)
 

Watch webinar









Video
Testing Maximum Throughput and MLO for Wi-Fi 7
 

Watch video









Blog
Putting Advanced Wi-Fi 7 Features to the Test
BySteve Shearer  · 4 min read

Read blog






Learn from Spirent Wireless Experts




Video Tutorials
In-depth presentations of best practices for testing Wi-Fi and 5G
Learn more



Blogs
Quick reads explaining wireless test challenges and solutions
Learn more



Webinars
Our experts share their insights alongside other industry experts
Learn more



White Papers
Papers and app notes exploring critical wireless testing topics
Learn more


OCTOBOX Suite
OCTOBOX Testbeds



Compact, stackable testbeds for automated validation of Wi-Fi and 5G
Learn more



OCTOBOX Software Packages



Enhance the realism of lab-based wireless testing
Learn more



Test as a Service for Wi-Fi Devices



Ensuring Wi-Fi performance for a superior customer experience.
Learn more




"The OCTOBOX wireless testbed is a compact and inexpensive alternative to conventional anechoic chambers or screen rooms. The OCTOBOX stack is delivered ready to use and … has helped our test team shorten the test cycle and improve test coverage..."
Beat Hangartner
Product Manager Convergent Access at Swisscom




Featured Resources


EBOOK

Testing Wi-Fi for High Performance Use Cases
Wi-Fi was once a nice-to-have feature that allowed people to browse the internet and check email, today’s Wi-Fi apps are becoming increasingly crucial. 

Read ebook






WHITE PAPER

Navigating Wi-Fi 7
This whitepaper explores Wi-Fi 7’s advancements through a testing system overview and feature introduction. It discusses legacy Wi-Fi, OCTOBOX testbeds, and OCTOBOX software with REST API and ScriptManager integration. Challenges in testing Wi-Fi 7’s capabilities are noted.


Read white paper






BLOG

Building a Framework for Standardized Wi-Fi Performance Testing 
Knowing that a certified device will interoperate in multi-vendor environments is  important. But for service providers planning large-scale residential Wi-Fi deployments, validating conformance and interoperability is just the start. 

Read blog






BLOG

Putting Advanced Wi-Fi 7 Features to the Test
New Wi-Fi 7 capabilities bring new technical complexity and new challenges for those tasked with designing and debugging Wi-Fi devices.

Read blog






WEBINAR

Navigating Wi-Fi 7 (Session 1)
Wi-Fi 7 is just around the corner. Along with its technological enhancements and promised improvements come just as many implementation and testing challenges. This webinar series discusses legacy Wi-Fi and explores Wi-Fi 7's advancements through a testing system overview and key feature introduction.

In this first session we take a look at features encompassing 4096 QAM, new preamble design, 320 MHz bandwidth, Multi RU for concurrent users, and enhanced QoS. This includes Wi-Fi 7's latency improvements and Restricted Service Periods for latency assurance. We’ll end with a demo of latency histograms.

Watch __Session 2__: [Navigating Wi-Fi 7: A Deep Dive into Next-Gen Advancements](https://www.spirent.com/assets/webinar-navigating-wi-fi-7-a-deep-dive-into-next-gen-advancements-or-session-2)

Watch webinar






WEBINAR

Navigating Wi-Fi 7 (Session 2)
Wi-Fi 7 is just around the corner. Along with its technological enhancements and promised improvements come just as many implementation and testing challenges. This two part webinar series discusses legacy Wi-Fi and explores Wi-Fi 7's advancements through a testing system overview and key feature introduction. 

Watch webinar






BLOG

Wi-Fi Device Metrics: Testing in a New Light
Wi-Fi test plan introduces approaches that encourage out-of-the-box testing to emulate a customer’s experience.

Read blog






Wi-Fi Testing

Learn how our automated testing for Wi-Fi and 5G can advance your business.
CONTACT AN EXPERT
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